The hugely talented pool of students and researchers at City University of Hong Kong (CityU) have exhibited a broad range of cutting-edge skills by winning countless international awards in the past 12 months in their relentless drive to reach the highest levels of professionalism and expertise.

香港城市大學（城大）學生和研究人員才華洋溢，一直努力不懈追求最髙的專業水平，在過去一年內贏得多個國際獎項，充分展示他們的先進科學知識與才能。
Prizes and Awards 獎項與榮譽

CityU won the Safety Performance Award (outstanding) in the 20th Hong Kong Occupational Safety & Health Award organised by the Occupational Safety and Health Council. This is the second year in a row that CityU has won this award.

Students and Alumni 學生及校友

Professor Che Wenquan (崔文泉), a 2004 PhD graduate from the Department of Electrical Engineering (EE), and Professor Zhang Xiuvin (崔秀賓教授), a 2009 PhD graduate from EE, were elected as a Fellow of IEEE.

Cheng Yuk-shing (鄭玉晴), Tang Chun-ki (唐俊毅) and Wong Tat-chee (王達之) of the Department of Electrical Engineering teamed up to win three awards at three different innovation competitions. Second Prize at the 7th Hong Kong University Student Innovation and Entrepreneurship Competition, organised by the Hong Kong New Generation Cultural Association; Second Runner-up at HKSETA Innovation for the Future, organised by the Hong Kong Electronics & Technologies Association (HKETA); and Certificate of Merit in the HKIE Innovation Award 2021, organised by the Hong Kong Institution of Engineers (HKIE).

Dr Dai Xin (戴鑫博士), a 2021 PhD graduate from the Department of Electrical Engineering, won prizes at two conferences: the Best Student Paper Award at the 2021 IEEE International Workshop on Electromagnetics: Applications and Student Innovation Competition; and the Best Paper Prize at the 2021 Cross Strait Radio Science and Wireless Technology Conference.

PhD students Fan Xinqi (范歆琦), and Ali Raza Shahid, under the supervision of Professor Yan Hong (鄭宜鈴教授), Wong Chun Hong Professor of Data Engineering and Chair Professor of Computer Engineering in the Department of Electrical Engineering, were ranked 2nd in the Facial Micro-Expression Challenge at the ACM Multimedia 2021.

Ms Phoebe Hui Fong-wah (許方華女士), a graduate of the School of Creative Media, was named Artist of the Year (Media Arts) at the 16th Hong Kong Arts Development Awards organised by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

Dr Jiang Yiqing (江其清博士), a PhD graduate from the Department of Computer Science (CS), and Wang Shuai (王俞), a PhD student in CS, together with their supervisor Dr Li Shaucheng (李少成教授), received the Best Paper Award at the 9th International Conference on Intelligent Biology and Medicine.

Shirley Lai Ho-ching (黎浩酢教授), Austin Lo Wing-hei (羅永輝) and Tommy Tang Man-chung (唐文聰), alumnus Mr Chan Wai-ming (陳偉明先生) from the College of Business won the Gold Bauhinia Star by the HKSAR Government, while Alumnus Mr Stephen Yau How-boa (楊耀華博士) and Magnolia Wang Jingbo (王景博) and Shevin Fan Wenxuan (范文萱) of the School of Law were awarded the Bronze Bauhinia Star.

Four undergraduates teamed up to win the Best Paper Award in the Corporate Governance Paper Competition and Presentation Awards 2021, organised by the Hong Kong Chartered Governance Institute. They were Helen Liu Dingyi (劉丁奕) and Isaac Lee Ruifeng (李睿峯) of the Department of Accountancy; and Magnolia Wang Jingbo (王景博) and Shevin Fan Wenxuan (范文萱) of the School of Law.

Ms Phoebe Hui Fong-wah (许方华女士)，一位2009年毕业的视觉艺术硕士，赢得香港艺术发展局2021年度艺术家奖（媒体艺术）。

CityU graduates were awarded for their insightful opinions on corporate governance.

被大主教以独特而深入的商业管治见解赢得铜奖。

Three CityU students were among the finalists at the 2021 UAiTED Innovation Competition.

Three CityU students took part in the 2021 UAiTED Competition. The best ideas were invited to further develop.

Three CityU students joined an international team to win the Silver Award in the Hong Kong Cyber Security New Generation Capture the Flag Challenge 2021 (Open Category) organised by the Hong Kong Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Centre and the Hong Kong Productivity Council.

Ms Phoebe Hui Fong-wah (许方华女士), a graduate of the Department of Computer Science, was named Artist of the Year (Media Arts) at the 16th Hong Kong Arts Development Awards organised by the Hong Kong Arts Development Council.

Dr Jiang Yiqing (江其清博士), a PhD graduate from the Department of Computer Science (CS), and Wang Shuai (王俞), a PhD student in CS, together with their supervisor Dr Li Shaucheng (李少成教授), received the Best Paper Award at the 9th International Conference on Intelligent Biology and Medicine.

Shirley Lai Ho-ching (黎浩酢教授), Austin Lo Wing-hei (羅永輝) and Tommy Tang Man-chung (唐文聰), alumnus Mr Chan Wai-ming (陳偉明先生) from the College of Business won the Gold Bauhinia Star by the HKSAR Government, while Alumnus Mr Stephen Yau How-boa (楊耀華博士) and Magnolia Wang Jingbo (王景博) and Shevin Fan Wenxuan (范文萱) of the School of Law were awarded the Bronze Bauhinia Star.

CityU students demonstrated their talents at the 2021 UAiTED Innovation Competition.
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Three CityU students were among the final winning teams at the 2021 UAiTED (University Alliance in Talent Education) Innovation Competition. They were Hellen Liu Dingyi (刘丁奕) and Isaac Lee Ruifeng (李睿峰) of the Department of Accountancy; and Magnolia Wang Jingbo (王景博) and Shevin Fan Wenxuan (范文宣) of the School of Law.
Prizes and Awards

**Staff 教職員**

Professor Julien Chaise of the School of Law was awarded the Vitivinicultural Law OIV Award [2021] by the International Jury of the International Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV).

Dr Katie Chan Kei-hang (郭駿傑博士) of the Department of Chemistry, Dr Lei Dangyuan (雷黨願博士) of the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, and Mr Angus Yip Chi-hong (葉志恒先生) of the Department of Computer Science.

An inter-institutional project team led by Professor Sylvia Keok Lai Yuk-ching (郭永華教授) from the Department of Social and Behavioural Sciences won the 2021 University Grants Committee Teaching Award.

Dr Li Haoliang (李皓亮博士) of the Department of Electrical Engineering was named as one of the global Top 50 Chinese Young Scholars in the category of AI+X (AI-driven frontier cross-disciplinary areas) by Baidu.

Chair Professor Kuo Tei-Wei (郭大維講座教授) of the School of Engineering was elected as a Fellow of the International Organisation of Vine and Wine (OIV). Chair Professor Luk Kwai-man (陸貴文講座教授) of the School of Environmental Sciences was awarded the Kataoka Lectureship Award for Environment.

Professor Stephen Shum Wan-hang (王萬亨教授) of the Department of Management Sciences was elected President of the Hong Kong Statistical Society.

Chair Professor Wong Zuankai (王鑽開講座教授) of the Department of Biomedical Sciences was elected as a Member of the European Academy of Sciences and Arts in the Technical and Environmental Sciences class and as a Fellow of the International Academy of Medical and Biological Engineering.

Chair Professor Michael Tse Chi-kong (謝智剛講座教授), Associate Vice-President (Strategic Research) and Chair Professor of Electrical Engineering, was awarded the IEEE CASS Charles A. Desoer Technical Achievement Award 2022.

Chair Professor Sun Dong (孫東講座教授) of the Department of Electrical Engineering was elected as a Fellow of the US National Academy of Inventors.

Chair Professor Xiaomin (謝敏) of the Department of Advanced Design and Systems Engineering was elected to the European Academy of Sciences and Arts in the Technical and Environmental Sciences class.

Chair Professor Yan Hong (顏洪) of the Department of Electrical Engineering was elected as a Fellow of the US National Academy of Inventors.

Researchers at CityU received tremendous accolades at Inventions Geneva Evaluation Days (IGED) 2022 by winning 22 awards, the highest number among local institutions for two years in a row. Chair Professor Wang Zuankai (王鑽開講座教授) of the Department of Mechanical Engineering (MNE) and the Department of Materials Science and Engineering (MSE); Dr Steven Wang of MNE; and Ling Chen (陳凌), Yao Xiaosae (姚曉雪), Wang Hongbo (王洪波), PhD students of MNE, received the Gold Medal with Congratulations of the Jury. Six teams won Gold Medals, including teams led by Dr Tso Chi-yan (曹之胤博士) of the School of Energy and Environment (SEE) and Stanley Liu Sui (劉穗), PhD student of SEE; Dr Wang Lida (王立達) of the Department of Biomedical Engineering (BME) and Dr Liu Chao (劉超博士), PhD graduate of BME; Dr Yu Xinge (于欣格博士) of BME; Chair Professor Wang Zuankai (王鑽開講座教授); Dr Gajendra Kumar and Dr Eddie Ma Chi-him (馬智傑博士) of the Department of Neuroscience; as well as Xiaome Limited led by Dr Huang Linfeng (黃林峰博士), formerly Associate Professor in the Department of Biomedical Sciences.

Chair Professor Xie Min (謝敏) of the Department of Advanced Design and Systems Engineering and the School of Data Science was elected to the European Academy of Sciences and Arts and the Technical and Environmental Sciences class.